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INTRODUCTION 
The concept of *-group was introduced by I.M. Isaacs in [12]. By definition, 
a group G is a *-group if it satisfies the following three conditions: the center 
Z(G) is cyclic, G/Z(G)  is abelian, and every coset of Z(G) in G contains an 
element x such that Z(G)A (x) = {1}. 
The best known examples of *-groups are the extra special p-groups of 
exponent p for odd primes p and the central product of an extra special 2-group 
with a cyclic group of order 4. There are other types of *-groups of prime 
power order. See Example (1.21). 
In [12] a host of properties on *-groups was derived and the profit of intro- 
ducing *-groups was showed. 
The *-groups come into the picture whenever character triples are involved, 
as known from Theorem (1.16), Corollary (1.17), and' the remarks made after 
Lemma (1.19). Character triple theory is an important tool in proving theorems 
in representation theory of finite groups. Therefore it looks fruitful to extend 
our knowledge on *-groups for future purposes, 
It is our objective to present character extension theory and correspondence 
theory of characters for groups with normal *-subgroups (8 2), and to present 
some of the structure theory of *-groups (8 1) such as the Theorems (1.7), (1.8) 
and (1.14). In § 1 some theory of so-called character triples is recorded, useful 
for *-groups and other types of groups. Moreover in § 1 we have derived some 
character theory of *-groups necessary for understanding the results in § 2. 
Further detailed preliminary information is given in an introduction at § 2. 
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The main results of this paper are to be found in § 2, notably Theorems (2.4), 
(2.11), (2.12) and (2.16). 
(2.4) THEOREM Let G, H, K, E be finite groups satisfying 
(a) E is a normal *-subgroup of G of odd order. 
(b) H is a complement of E in the semidirect product G = H.E. 
(c) K~H.  
(d) gcd (IKI, Ig])= 1. 
(e) [E,K]=E. 
(f) Z(E) c_ Z(G). 
Let X e Irr (E) be faithful. Then X is extendible to an irreducible character of G. 
In Theorem (2.11) a similar result is proved as in Theorem (2.4), but now 
under the more general conditions (a) E is a normal *-subgroup of G, (e) 
[E, K]Z(E) =E, and (b), (c), (d), (f) as in the text of Theorem (2.4). 
In Theorem (2.12) it is proved that any non-linear irreducible character of E 
can be extended to a character of G, where the finite groups G, K, H, E satisfy 
the conditions (b), (c), (d), (f), all as in Theorem (2.11), but now we are given 
only on E itself, that the order of the commutator subgroup of E is a prime 
number p and that E/Z(E) is an elementary abelian p-group. 
For correspondence theory of characters where .-groups are involved, see 
Theorem (2.16). 
The interested reader is referred to Remark (2) after the proof of Theorem 
(2.12) for an exposition of the strategical line of proving like theorems from the 
past to the present. 
Notations, conventions are mainly from Huppert's book [11] and from 
Isaacs' book [13]. Groups are always finite. The commutator subgroup of G 
is denoted by G' or by [G, G]. 
QUOTED RESULTS, CHARACTER TRIPLE PROPERTIES 
We recall some known theorems, properties and definitions for the conve- 
nience of the reader. 
COROLLARY (6.17) of [13] (Gallagher). Let N~ G and let X ~ Irr (G) such that 
XlN=deIrr (?4). Then the characters fix for f le I r r  (G/N) are irreducible, 
distinct for distinct fl and are all of  the irreducible constituents of d c. In fact 
we have d c= ~rr (c /m fl(1)(PX). • 
EXERCISE (6.3(a)) of [13]. Let N~G and let x~I r r  (G). Then we say that 
Z is fully ramified with respect o G/N if XlN=ed with d~Irr  (N) and e2= 
= I G/Nt. Analogously, let r/~ Irr (N). Then t/ is called fully ramified with 
respect o G/N if j/c =fa with a e Irr (G) and f2= ]G/N]. 0 
EXERCISE (6.3) of [13]. Let N~G,  de l r r  (N), ze I r r  (G) with [ZIN, Lq]:~:0. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
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(a) Z is fully ramified with respect o G/N, 
(b) d is fully ramified with respect o G/N, 
(c) t9 is invariant in G and Z vanishes on G-N,  
(d) Z is the unique irreducible contituent of t9 c and ~9 is invariant in G. 
DEFINITION (page 186 of [13]). Let N~G,  de I r r  (N) with d invariant in G. 
Then (G, N, tg) is called a character triple. 
Let us consider a character triple (G, N, d) in case G/N is abelian, and 
suppose b0 is linear. Then define ((x, y))a= d(x ly-lxy) for x, ye  G. Since ~ is 
invariant in G, (( . , .  ))0 is constant on cosets of N in G. Thus we may view 
((,)) ~ as being defined on G/N when convenient. This form is bilinear (in the 
multiplicative sense) and is alternating, that is ((x, x))~= 1 for all xa  G. 
In case G/N is not abelian we may view ((,))0: V-~C as being defined on 
V= {(x, y) e G x G I Ix, y] a N}. We would like to be able to define it even when 
~(1)> 1. Isaacs [12] did the following. Suppose x, ya G and [x,y] aN, and 
let tq be invariant in G. Then boa Irr (N) can be extended to a character 
qy a Irr ((N, y))  as (N, y ) /N  is cyclic ([11], Satz V.17.12). As x is an element 
of the normalizer of (N, y)  in G, q/x is another extension of tg, so Gallagher's 
Theorem yields ~,x=2~ for a unique linear character 2 of (N,y) with 
N_Ker  (2). Now set ((x,y))o=X(y), so ql(xyx-1)=((x,y))~.~(y). It is not 
difficult to see that ((x, Y))0 is well-defined, i.e. independent of the choice of 
~, e Irr ((N, y)) extending d. Although ((,))o depends on d the subscript will 
be dropped if it is clear from the context. 
Under the abbreviation CTP (Character Triple Properties) we collect some 
(elementary) facts about the form ((-,.))0- For proofs, see [12]. 
CTP Let (G, N, tg) be a character triple. Then 
(a) ((xlx2, y)) = ((x 1, y)) . ((X2, .y)) , for xi, y a G, [xi, y] a N (i = 1,2). 
(b) ((x, YlYa)) = {(x, Yl))" ((x, Y2)), for x, yje G, Ix, yj] aN ( j= 1,2). 
(c) ((x,y))={(y,x)) -1 for x, yaG,  [x,y]aN. 
(d) ((x,x))= 1 for xaG.  
(e) ((x,n))=l=((n,x)) for naN,  xaG. 
(f) ((nx, y))=((x,y))=((x, ny)) for x, y~G,  [x,y]aN, naN.  
(g) (( x, y )) = ((a(x), a(y) )) for x, y e G, a a Aut (G), [x, y] e N, N ~ = N, ~ = d. 
(h) Let H/Nc_Z(G/N). Put H ± ={xaGl((x,h))= 1 for all he l l} .  
Then H a is a subgroup of G and Nc_H ±. We have H a ~G.  
(i) Let G/N be abelian. Then 
(a) d is extendible to G if and only if G ± = G. 
(fl) d is fully ramified with respect o G/N if and only if G l = N. 
(y) Every irreducible constituent of d c is fully ramified with respect o 
G/G ±. 
(j) Suppose H/Nc_Z(G/N). Then ]G/H±I<_IH/N[. If G/N is abelian and 
G ± --N, then equality holds and H ±± =H.  
(k) Suppose G/N is abelian. Then 
(a) There is a unique subgroup M of G, maximal with respect o d having 
a G-invariant extension to M. 
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(fl) Every extension of ~0 to M is fully ramified with respect o G/M. 
(y) If G___X with G~X,  N~X and t9 invariant in X, then M~X.  
§ 1. THE STRUCTURE AND REPRESENTATION THEORY OF .-GROUPS 
(1.1) DEFINmON. A group G is called a ,-group if it satisfies the following. 
(a) Z(G) is cyclic, 
(b) Z(G) ~_ [G, G], 
(c) Every coset of Z(G) in G contains an element x such that Z(G) A (x) = { 1 }. 
The concept of a ,-group has been introduced by Isaacs (see Definition (4.1) 
in [12]). Examples of *-groups are the extra special p-groups of exponent p for 
odd primes p and the central product of an extra special 2-group with a cyclic 
group of order 4. We shall give another example of a *-group in Example 
(1.21). 
Note that if G is a .-group, then the commutator map [ . , .  ] defines a multi- 
plicative alternating form on G/Z(G), which is non-degenerate. For fix z ~ Z(G) 
with Z(G)=(z )  and x,y~G.  Define f(R,y)=~i f [x,y]=z i (here ~ and 37 
denote the canonical images of x and y in G/Z(G) and ~ e C is chosen such that 
(~) _~Z(G)). Then f :  G/Z(G) × G/Z(G)-*C defines a non-degenerate multi- 
plicative alternating form. We set Sp(G) for the group of all automorphisms 
of G/Z(G) which preserve this form. If G/Z(G) is elementary abelian of order 
p,7, then Sp(G) is the ordinary symplectic group Sp(n, p). We shall see below 
that in a *-group IG/Z(G)] is always a square so that in the latter case n must 
be even. 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let G be a *-group and let creSp(G). Then we have the 
following. 
(a) There exists a r e Aut (G) which is trivial on Z(G) and induces a on 
G/Z(G). 
(b) I f  r ~ Aut (G) /s  trivial on Z(G) and on G/Z(G), then r ~ Inn (G). 
PROOF. See ([12], Lemma (4.2)). • 
(1.3) COROLLARY. Let G be a ,-group. Let J=CAut(G)(Z(G))= 
= {reAut  (G)]r(z)=zfor all z~Z(G)} and/=Inn  (G)~J .  Then 
(a) J / I=Sp(G). 
(b) I f  tG/Z(G)[ is odd, there exists a r~ J  such that r inverts G/Z(G), r 2= 1, 
J = IS and If) S = { 1 }, where S = Cj(r). 
PROOF. There is a natural homomorphism from J into Sp(G). Now Lemma 
(1.2)(a) asserts that this map is surjective and Lemma (1.2)(b) asserts that its 
kernel is I. We now have (a). Assume [G/Z(G) I is odd. Then Sp(G) contains 
a central involution o-, which inverts all elements of G/Z(G), namely define 
a~Sp(G) by a (~)=x- l=x  "-1 for all ~eG/Z(G).  (Observe that a~l  since 
IG/Z(G)] is odd.) Because ]G/Z(G) I is odd there is a (not necessarily central) 
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involution r ~ J, which maps to a under the natural map. For let 0 be such that 
0 maps to a under the natural map then, because a a= 1, we have 02~I ,  say 
02=¢x for some xeG.  Now by the oddness of ]G/Z(G) I every element of 
G/Z(G) is a square, say 2=y2,  so x=yaz for some zeZ(G) .  Then we have 
62= Cy2z= ~by2. Now define r= ¢s-1 .0  e J, which shows the above statement 
to be true. Now let ~ e J and r the involution defined above. Then because o- 
is central q / r~- l r  -1 maps to 1 under the natural map. Hence q J r~, - le r I ,  
whence I ( r )~ J .  Now let PE  Syl2(I(r)) with reP .  By the Frattini argument 
we have J= I ( r )N j (P ) .  Let veNj (P ) .  Then vw- l=rn  for some neP.  Now 
z ¢ 1 so n ¢ z- and we must have n e I. But l I I  is odd so we conclude that n = 1. 
It follows that J~_ I ( r )C j ( r )  ~_ I ( r )N j ( r )  = J. Thus J= IS  with S = Cj(r). Now 
let Cx e In  s, so text -  i = ~b x or equivalently r(x)gr(x) - i =xgx-  1 for all g e G. 
So x- l r (x )eZ(G)  and hence 2=r(x)=a(X)=X -1, so 2a=] ,  but IG/Z(G)I is 
odd thus ~?= l and hence xeZ(G) .  So afterall q~x = 1. This implies INS= {1}. 
This proves (1.3). 0 
(1.4) THEOREM. Let K~ G and assume that K is a ,-group and 
L = Z(K) c_ Z(G) 
with ]G/Z(G)] odd. Then there exists a unique conjugacy class of  subgroups 
U c_ G satisfying 
(a) G = UK and UAK=L.  
(b) U~_ Co(K). 
(c) There exists a r e Aut (G) such that r 2 = 1, z inverts K /L  and U= Co(r). 
PROOF. We give here a slightly elaborate proof for the convenience of the 
reader in respect o the original one in ([12], Corollary (4.4)). 
Let C=Co(K)  so that C~G (because K~G)  and G/C is naturally iso- 
morphic to a subgroup X_  J=  CAut CK)(L) (here we use L c Z(G)). Since KC/C  
maps onto I=  Inn (K) under this natural map, we have Xc  I and hence by 
Corollary (1.3) X=I (SNX) ,  where S= Cj(O), 6 2= 1 and 0 inverts K/L .  
Let U/C be the inverse image of SNX in G/C so that U(KC)= G and 
UAKC= C (since INS= {1}). We have then U_ C and G= UK. 
Also L =KA Co_ KN U= un  (KCNK)  =KN C=L and hence U satisfies (a) 
and (b). 
We define r on G = UK by z(uk) = uo(k) for u e U and k ~ K. Because 0 is 
trivial on L = UNK, r is well-defined. By definition of U conjugation by 
elements of U commutes with 0 on K, so 
r(Ul kt )r(u2k2) = 
UlQ(kl)u20(kt) =
Ul U2U210(kl)u20(k2) = 
Ul U2(~u2 l" 0)(kl)0(k2) = 
U 1 U2(0" ~u 2 ,)(kl )0(k2) = 
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Ul H2~O(U2 ~k 1 u2)~o(k2) =
Hi u2~o(u 2 lk 1 u2k2) = 
r(ulu2u21kluzk2) = r(ulklu2k2) for all Hi, u 2 E U and kl, k 2 6K. 
It follows easily that r e Aut (G) and to conclude 
Co(r) = {g e O It(g) =g} = {ukluo(k) = uk} = UCK(~). 
But CK(Q)C/C is mapped within SOX, so UCK(Q)= U. This proves (c). 
Now let V___ G satisfy (a), (b) and (c). We must show that V is conjugate to 
U in  G. Since V__ C, Vis the inverse image in G of a subgroup Yc_X. By (c) 
it follows that Y centralizes ome r 0 ~ J, which inverts K/L and with t 2 = 1. It 
follows that r0 e r I  and thus r0 is conjugate to r by Sylow's theorem in I ( r ) .  
Since Y= Cx(r0) it follows that Y is conjugate to SOX= Cx(r) via an element 
of Ic_X and hence Vk=U for some keK.  This completes the proof of 
(1.4). * 
In order to develop some of the representation theory of *-groups we need 
some structure theorems on *-groups. Observe that Definition (1.1)(b) yields 
the nilpotency of any *-group. By Definition (1.1)(a) an abelian *-group must 
be cyclic. It turns out that we do not need Definition (1.1)(c) for the repre- 
sentation theory of a *-group. 
First we state two properties which are well-known. 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let G be a nilpotent group. Then G has a faithful irre- 
ducible character if and only if Z(G) is cyclic. 
PROOF. This is a corollary to Theorem (2.32) of [13]. 
(1.6) LEMMA. Let Z e Irr (G) be faithful. Assume that [G, G] c_ Z(G). Then 
Z(1) 2 = IG/Z(G)] and Z vanishes off Z(G). 
PROOF. See ([13], page 28). 0 
REMARK. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma (1.6). Then Z(G) must be cyclic 
by Proposition (1.5). Further if Z is linear, then because ;¢ is faithful G/G' is 
cyclic by Proposition (1.5). So then G/Z(G) is cyclic whence G abelian. 
Next we prove two theorems in which the behaviour of .-groups in direct 
products and in normal subgroups of *-groups is revealed. 
(1.7) THEOREM. Let G 1 and G 2 be *-groups. Then G = G1 × G2 is a *-group 
if and only if gcd (]Z(G1)[, [Z(G2)])= 1. 
PROOF. The "only i f "  part is trivial by a well known theorem on cyclic 
groups. So let us prove the " i f "  part. The only thing to check is Definition 
(1.1)(c) for the group G. So let (xl, x2)Z(G) be a coset of Z(G) in G. Now 
Z(G) = Z(G1) × Z(G2) hence (Xl, x2)Z(G) =XlZ(G1) × x2Z(G2). Now there exist 
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Yi ~ Gi with Yi E x i Z(Gi) and Z(Gi) 0 ( Yi ) = { 1 } (i = 1,2). But then (Yl, y JZ(G)  = 
=(Xl, X2)Z(G) and Z(G)O <(Yl, Y2)> = {1}. This proves (1.7). 
(1.8) THEOREM. Let G be a .-group. Let p be a prime such that pllG I and 
let PESylp(G). Then P~G and P is ,-group. 
PROOF. By Definit ion (1.1)(b) G is nilpotent so every Sylow subgroup of G is 
a normal  subgroup of G. Now write G =P1 × "'" xPt ,  where Pi e Sylph(G) and 
{Pl . . . . .  Pt} are the different pr ime divisors of  IGI. Now we have Z(G)= 
=Z(P1)  x .-- x Z(Pt) so for all i= 1, ..., t Z(Pi) is cyclic. Further G/Z(G)= 
=P1/Z(P1) × ... xP /Z(P t )  so for all i= 1 .... , t Pi/Z(Pi) is abelian. We prove 
that P1 is a *-group. Let xEP l  and consider the coset xZ(P1) of Z(P1) in P1. 
Now (x, 1 . . . . .  1)Z(G)=xZ(P1)xZ(P Jx  ... XZ(Pt)  is a coset of Z(G) in G. 
So there exists a (Yl . . . . .  Yt) EG with (Yl . . . . .  Yt) E(x, 1 . . . . .  t )Z(G) and 
< (Yl ..... Yt) > f3 Z(G) = { 1 }. Then (yl x -  1, Y2 . . . . .  Yt) e Z(G) so Yl E xZ(P I) and 
Yi ~ Z(Pi) (i = 2,..., t). Since Z(G) (q ((yl ..... Yt) > = { 1 } we see that Yi = 1 for all 
i = 2 . . . . .  t and Z(P1) fq (Yl)  = { 1 }. Hence P1 is a *-group and analogously one 
proves that Pi is a *-group for i=2 , . . . , t .  This proves (1.8). 0 
We shall need the following two results in an essential way. 
(1.9) LEMMA. (Seitz) Let zE I r r  (G). Let H<_G such that X=2C for some 
2 E Irr (H)  with 2(1) = 1. Let N~ G be abelian. Then there exists a K<_ G with 
(a) NcKc  G. 
(b) X=/~Cfor some/~EIrr (K) with/~(1) = 1. 
PROOF. See ([131, Exercise (6.11)). 0 
(1.10) THEOREM. (Shoda) Let G be a non-abelian group. Assume that 
[G, G] c_ Z(G) and Z(G) is cyclic. Let M be a maximal abelian normal subgroup 
of G and let xe l r r  (G) be faithful. Then Z(1)=IG/M ]. 
PROOF. Note that MZ(G) is abelian and normal,  so we have G'c_ Z(G) c_M. 
By Proposi t ion (1.5) G has indeed faithful irreducible characters. As G is 
nilpotent, G is an M-group,  whence X is monomial .  According to Lemma (1.9) 
there exists M c K c G and a 2 E Irr (K) with 2(1)= 1 and X = 2 G. Now { 1 } = 
=ker  (x ) :ker  (2C)=core~(ker  (2)). As K 'c_ker  (2) and G'c_K, it follows 
first that K~ G and then K '~ G, whence that K'_< core~(ker (2)) = { 1 }. Hence 
K is abelian. By the choice o f M we now have M = K, so X(1) = 2 G(1) = I G /M i. 
This proves (1.10). 0 
In Theorem (1.11) O(n) stands for the Euler 0-funct ion of  the positive integer 
n. Al though the contents of Theorem (1.11) are known, the proof  of  it is 
perhaps not often seen. So we give it here. 
(1.11) THEOREM. Let G be a non-abelian group. Assume that [G, G] c_ Z(G) 
and Z(G) is cyclic. Then G has O(IZ(G)]) irreducible faithful characters, which 
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are described as follows. Let M be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G 
and let 2 be a faithful linear character of Z(G). Let p be an extension of 2 to 
M. Then pc is a faithful irreducible character of G. There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between th  faithful inear characters ofZ(G) and the faithful 
irreducible characters of G. Moreover, if X 6Irr (G) is faithful, then Z(1)= 
= I/IG/Z(G)I. 
PROOF, Let 2 ~ Irr (Z(G)) be faithful. By Frobenius reciprocity and Clifford's 
Theorem we can choose a p~Irr(M) such that plz(G)=2. We claim that 
po ~ Irr (G). For let Z be an irreducible constituent of 2 o such that [Z, po] :~ 0. 
Assume that ker(z)D{1}. As G is nilpotent we have ker(z)AZ(G)= 
=ker(2)D{1}, a contradiction. So Z is faithful. And by Shoda's Theorem 
(1.10) we have Z(1)= [G/M] =p°(1). Hence Z=p °, which proves the claim. 
Moreover, it follows that po= g vanishes off M, as M~ G. Now Z(G)c__ Me_ G. 
Hence 
1 = [z, z l  = [pa, po] = Fd / ,~ Ix(g)12~ 
1 
->- - (  2 Ix(g)[ 2 + 2 
1 
= Ia---r[ ( g~M-z(c)2 Iz(g)l 2 + x(1) z" 
Iz(g)] 2) = 
2 ]2(g)12) -- 
g • Z(G) 
1 X(1)2]Z(G)] 
= -  ~ [z(g)[ 2 + 
1 
= 2 Iz(g)l 2 + 1, 
where the last equality follows by Lemma (1.6). It follows that Z vanishes off 
Z(G). In fact we have 
f O ifgq. Z(G) 
pC(g)= 2(g)IG/MI if geZ(G). 
So pO does not depend on p or M (note that by Shoda's Theorem all maximal 
abelian normal subgroups of G must have the same order), but uniquely on 
2 only. 
Because Z(G) is cyclic the number of faithful linear characters of Z(G) equals 
the number of generators of Z(G), which is 4~(IZ(G)[). 
Finally, we claim that if Zl, Z2EIrr (G) are faithful, then ;~1=Z2 if and 
only if [Zllz(G), Z2lz{G)] 4=0. For the "only if" part is trivial. So assume that 
[z,lz(o),Zzlz(o)] ~:0, i.e. ZllZ(O) and Z2lZ(G) have a common irreducible con- 
stituent 2 e Irr (Z(G)). Now by Lemma (1.6) Zl and Z2 vanish off Z(G). So we 
only have to show that ZllZ(O)=Z2[z(e). Note that by Lemma (1.6) Zl(1)= 
= Z2(1) = ~]G/Z(G)]. So Xl [Z(G) = X1 (1)2 = Z2(1)2 = g2[ Z(G).  Hence Zl  ~- Z2" This 
completes the proof of (1.11). 0 
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(1.12) PROPOSITION. Let G be a *-group of  odd order. Then the following 
are equivalent. 
(a) G is an extra special p-group of exponent p for some prime p. 
(b) All the non-linear irreducible characters of G are faithful and [G, G] = 
= z(o)  = ~(G). 
PROOF. (a)~(b). This follows from the representation theory of extra 
special p-groups (of exponent p), as a corollary to Theorem (1.11). 
(b) = (a) If all the non-linear irreducible characters of G are faithful, then 
by Theorem (1.11) and a theorem of Burnside it follows that 
tol = I o,'o'i + ~(Iz(c)  l ) - Io /z(o) l .  
Now Iz(o)l = Ic ' t  so  it follows that ¢([Z(G)i)= IZ(G)I- 1. So IZ(G) I must be 
a prime number p. By the nilpotency of G it follows that G is a p-group. 
Now G is a *-group of odd order and hence the classification of extra special 
p-groups (see ([11], page 355)) gives the desired result. This proves (1.12). O 
(1.13) PROPOSITION. Let G be a *-group. Let xeG-Z(G) .  Then there 
exists a z e Z(G) such that G/Cc(x)= <xz>. 
PROOF. Let g e G arbitrary. Then by Definition (1.1)(b) the commutator maps 
[',g] : G~G'  and [g, .] : G~G'  
are homomorphisms both with kernel Ca(g ) and image [g,G]. So 
G/Ca(g)--~ [g, G]. Now let x e G-Z(G) .  By Definition (1.1)(c) there exists a 
y e G such that y e xZ(G) and Z(G) C/<y> = { 1 }. Now Cc(x ) = Ca(y) and by 
Definition (1.1)(a) [y, G] is cyclic, say [y, G] = < [y, g] > for some g e G. We show 
that order (y)= order ([y,g]). 
Write order (y)= k and order ([y, g])= l. 
Now [y,g]k=[yk, g]=[1,g]= 1. So llk. Let h~G arbitrary. Then [y,h]= 
=[y,g]m for some m~Z.  So [yl, h]=[y,h]l=[y,g]ml=lm=l. So J~Z(G)  
because h was arbitrarily chosen. But Z(G)F) <y) = {1}, so yt= 1. So kll. This 
proves (1.13). • 
The following result will be of importance in section 2. 
(1.14) THEOREM. Let G be a *-group. Let H<_G with Z(H)=Z(G). Then 
(a) G is the central product of  H and Co(H ) with Z(H) = Z(Ca(H)) amal- 
gamated. 
(b) H and Co(H) are both *-groups. 
PROOF. We have H" c_ G' c__ Z(G) = Z(H). Also Z(H) is cyclic because Z(G) is. 
Now let h e H. Then the coset hZ(H) equals hZ(G). So there exists an element 
x e G with Z(G) f'l <x> = { 1 } and xZ(G) = hZ(G). It follows that x ~ H and H is 
a *-group. Now observe that H~ G because G' c H. Let g ~ G arbitrary. Then 
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the inner automorphism (gg induces an automorphism r of H. Clearly r is 
trivial on Z(H) as Z(H)=Z(G).  Also for all h EH we have h g= [g,h-1]h and 
[g,h -1] EG'c_Z(H). So z is also trivial on H/Z(H) .  By Lemma (1.2)(b) we 
conclude that z~Inn(H),  which means, there exists an h~H such that 
gxg -a =hxh -1 for all x~H.  It follows that h- lgeCG(H)  and so g~HC6(H) .  
We now have G=HCa(H).  Furthermore, we have [H, C6(H)]={1} and 
Co(H) OH= CH(H ) = Z(H) = Z( G). 
Now let z eZ(CG(H)), so z e Co(H) and [z,c] = 1 for all c e Ca(H). Let 
g e G, say g = hc for some h ~ H and c ~ Ca(H). Then zg = zhc = hzc = hcz = gz. 
Hence z e Z(G). On the other hand Z(G) = Z(H) c_ Ca(H) so Z(G) c_ Z(CG(H)). 
We now have Z(G)= Z(H)=Z(Co(H)) .  It is now clear that Ca(H) is also a 
*-group by the same argument above for H. This proves (1.14). I~ 
We shall need the following results on character t iples for later purposes. See 
the Introduction for the definitions and some specific properties of characters 
triples. 
(1.15) DEFINITION. Let (G,N,O) and (H,M,(9) be character triples. Let 
T: G /N~H/Mbe an isomorphism and if N_  Uc_ G and T(U/N) = V/M, write 
T(U)= V. If ~ueChar (U/N), denote the corresponding character of V/M 
by T(q/). 
Le tF :  Char (U]0)~Char (V[(9) be defined for every Uwith T(U)= V. Then 
(T, F) is called an isomorphism of character triples provided that for each U 
the following hold. 
(a) F(Z 1 +,Z2) =F0i l )  +F(z2) for Z1,/~2 ~ Char (U]0). 
(b) F(~'Z)= T(~u)F(x) for z~Char  (U[0) and q/~Char (U/N). 
(c) F(Z]w)=FOOlr(w) for x~Char  (U[0) and No_ W___ U. 
(d) [F(2h), F(X2)] = [2'1, Z2] for Xl, ,~'2 e Char (U]0). 
(e) F(zg)=F(z) h for z~Char  (U]0), where g~G and he T(gN). 
In (e) above, 2~ge Char (uglo) is defined by zg(ug)=z(u) as usual. In order 
to define a function F as in Definition (1.15) it suffices, by (a), to specify F(Z) 
for ze I r r  (U[0). By (d) F maps Irr (U[0) injectively to Irr (V[0), where 
V= T(U). We claim that this map is also surjective. Clearly F(O) = (9 because 
by (d) [0, 0] = [F(0), F(0)] and F(O) ~ Char (M[¢), that is [¢, F(0)I 4= 0. Thus if 
Z ~ Irr (U]0) with Z IN = ez 0 we have F(Z)] g = e z (9 by (c) and (a). It follows that 
X(1)/0(1) =F(z)(1)/(9(1), so X(1)" (9(1) =F(z)(1). 0(1)(*). 
Now if 0 U= EX~rr(UIO ~ezx, then [U : N I = ~):elrr(UiO) e2x" So we have 
(9(1) 2. E X(1)2=(9(1)2"O(1)2"[U:N[ = 
z~Irr (U]0) 
O(l)2"(9(1)2"]V:M]=O(1) 2" 2 ~(1) 2 (where T (U)= V). 
Celrr (VIO) 
By (*) it follows that ~z~rr(Vlo) (F(z)(1)) 2= Z¢~I~r(Vlo) ~(1) 2 and it follows that 
all ~eIr r  (V](9) are of the form F(X), so F maps onto Irr (V]O). 
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It is now clear how to define the isomorphism (T-l, F-1)  from (H, M, ~) to 
(G, N, 0) and it follows that isomorphism is an equivalence r lation. If (G, N, 0) 
and (H, M, q~) are isomorphic haracter t iples, it follows from (e) and (b) above 
that the forms ((,))0 and ((,))~, defined on commuting pairs of elements of 
G/N and H/M agree under the isomorphism T. A trivial, though useful, 
example of an isomorphism of character triples is (G, N, 0) = (G/K, N/K, O) if 
K~ G and Kc_ ker (0), where, as usual, we have identified 0 with the corre- 
sponding character of N/K.  Here if zeChar  (UIO), for Nc UcG,  then 
K c_ ker (Z) and we let F(Z) be the naturally corresponding character of U/K. 
The following theorem is essentially classical. What is really needed is little 
more than Schur's theory of projective representations and covering groups. 
(A stronger, choicefree, version appears in [4].) 
(1.16) THEOREM. Let (G, N, O) be a character triple. Then there exists an 
isomorphic haracter triple (G *, N*, 0 *) such that 
(a) 0* is linear and faithful. 
(b) Each coset of N*  in G* contains an element x such that N*f3 ix) = {1}. 
PROOF. This is Theorem (8.2) in [t2]. 0 
(1.17) COROLLARY. Let (G, N, O) be a character triple. Then there exists an 
isomorphic haracter triple ( G *, N *, 0") such that 
(a) 0* is faithful and 0"(1)= 1. 
(b) N* is a cyclic group with IN*[ = ]G]0(1). 
(c) N*c_Z(G*) and G/N=G*/N* .  
(d) 27(1)/0(1)= Z *(1) for all Nc  Uc G and Z ~ Char (UIO). 
PROOF. Note that if (T, F) : (G, N, O)--'(G*, N*, 0") is an isomorphism of the 
character triples, we have denoted F(27) by 27 * in (d). Now (d) follows from the 
remarks made after Definition (1.15). Note that in (a) Z(O*)=N* because 0* 
is linear. But 0* is faithful so Z(O*) is cyclic. Furthermore, everything is clear 
by Theorem (1.16). This proves (1.17). 0 
We give the following two known results as an illustration. 
(1.18) COROLLARY. Let (G, N, O) be a character triple and let A act on G. 
Assume that N is A-invariant and 0 is A-fixed. Then an isomorphic haracter 
triple (G *, N*  0 *) exists, satisfying 
(a) and (b) of Theorem (1.16) and also satisfying 
(c) A acts on G*, N*  is A-invariant and O* is A-fixed and such that the given 
isomorphism T: G /N~G*/N  * is an A-isomorphism. 
PROOF. Let F= G ;4 A. Apply Theorem (1.16) to the character triple (F, N, 0) 
to obtain (F* N*  0") with isomorphism (T, F). Define G* : = T(G)~F*.  Now 
N*c_Z(F*) and thus T(AN) /N*=AN/N=A and acts on G* in the desired 
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manner. (Note that this argument actually proves more. For instance, if 
z~Char  (G]O) and aeA,  then F(Za)=F(x)a.) This proves (1.18). • 
(1.19) LEMMA. LetN~G,  x~I r r  (G) andO~Irr (N) with [XIN, O]:]:O. Then 
Z(1)/O(1) ~ N and Z(1)/O(1)lgcd (X(1), IG/NI). 
PROOF. Let T=Ic(O ) and so there exists q/~Irr (T) such that q/c= X and 
[~Ulu, 0] S0. Now consider the character triple (T, N, 0). Let (T* N*, 0") be an 
isomorphic haracter triple with 0"(1)= 1 and 0* faithful, by Theorem (1.16). 
Now by Corollary (1.17) ~(1)/0(1) = q/*(1). But N* c_ Z(T*) c_ Z(q/*) and (see 
Theorem (3.12) in [13]) ~u*(1)l ] T* : Z(q/*)lll T*/N*I and T/N= T*/N*. So 
Z(1)/O(1)=(~u(1)/O(1))lG: Zl =~u*(1)lG : TIIIG: T I . IT /N I. This proves 
(1.19). • 
Now the connection between ,-groups and character t iples is the following. 
Let (G, N, 0) be a character triple with G/N abelian and 0 fully ramified with 
respect o G/N (see CTP i) for some equivalent conditions). By Theorem (1.16) 
there exists an isomorphic triple (G * N*  0 *) such that 0 * is linear and faithful, 
G/N= G */N*, N* is cyclic and N* c_ Z(G *) and each coset of N* contains an 
element x such that N*M (x )= {1}. By Definition (1.15)(a) 0* is also fully 
ramified with respect o G*/N*, say (O*)C*=ex *, where OG=eg and e2= 
= IG/NI = IG*/N*]. Note that because 0"(1)= 1 we have X*(1) =e. We claim 
that G* is a ,-group. As also X* is fully ramified with respect o G*/N* (see 
Exercise (6.3) of [ 13]), X vanishes off N*. Now Z(G *) c_ Z(X *). Take z ~ Z(G *). 
Then Ix*(z)l=x*(1)=e4:O. So z*(z)~O and hence zeN* .  It follows that 
N*=Z(G*) and thus Z(G*) is cyclic. Also G*/N*=G*/Z(G*) is abelian so 
[G*, G*] ___ Z(G*). The claim now follows from the above properties of the 
character triple (G*, N*  0"). Now that in fact we have X*(1)= 1/[G*/Z(G*)I. 
We shall encounter the above situation again in § 2. 
(1.20) LEMMA. (Isaacs) Let N~G.  Let 0~Irr  (N) be invariant in G. 
Suppose that for every prime p dividing I G/N I 0 is extendible to PN with 
P ~ Sylp(G). Then 0 is extendible to G. 
PROOF. Let (G*N*,O*) be a character triple isomorphic to the character 
triple (G, N, 0) by Theorem (1.16). We use * to denote appropriate images. If 
No_ Uc_ G and N'c_ U'c_ G*, then by Corollary (1.17)(d) and the remarks 
made after Definition (1.15) 0 is extendible to U if and only if 0* is extendible 
to U* (note that extendability of 0 to U is equivalent to the existence of a 
X ~ Irr (UI0) with X(1)/O(1) = 1 and similarly for the extendability of 0* to U*). 
Thus 0* is extendible to the inverse image in G * of every Sylow p-subgroup of 
G */N*, for which p l [G */N*I. Now write 0 * = 2. And let m = order (2) (in the 
group of linear characters of N* of course). For each plm we may choose 2p, 
a power of 2, such that 2 = IIpl m 2p and order (2p) is a power of p. We 
shall show that 2p is extendible to an irreducible character ttp of G*. Then 
[2 -= IIpl m ].lp is an extension of 2. 
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Since 2p is a power of 2 and 2 is extendible to P *N* with P * ~ Sylp(G *), it 
follows that 2p is extendible to P 'N* .  Also 2p is invariant in G*. We now see 
that it is no loss to assume that m is a power of p. 
Let v be an extension of 2 to P 'N* .  Since p'~ ]G* :P*N*]  and v(1)= 1 as 
4(1)= 0"(1)= 1, it follows that p~'v~*(1) and hence there exists an irreducible 
constituent Z of v c* with p~'Z(1). Let Z(1)=f.  We have [~[P*N*, O] :/:0 and 
hence [ZIN.,2] 4:0. Since 2 is invariant in G*,  we conclude that ZIN,=f2  and 
thus det (Z)[N,=2f.  Let 0=det  (Z). Since p~' fand  m is a power of p, we may 
choose b e Z with bf  = - 1 (mod m). Then we have OblN, = 2 bf= 4. This proves 
(1.20). * 
We end § 1 with the example of a *-group as promised in the beginning of 
this section. 
(1.21) 
tation 
EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime. Let G of order p6 be given by a presen- 
G= (a,b,  c laP~=bP2=c p2= 1,c :  [a,b], [a,c] = [b,c] = 1).  
We will show in a number of steps that G is a *-group. Observe that c ~ Z(G) .  
Further a- tb - lab  = c, so ab = bac. In what follows i, j and k denote integers. 
(i) aib = baic i. 
PROOF. b-  lab = ac, hence b-  laib = aic i. '~ 
(ii) aib j = bJai c ij. 
PROOF. Use induction on j. For j= l  this is 
= baicib j = b.  aib j .  c i= b.  bJaic ij" C i= b j+ laici(J+ 1). 
(i). Now aib j+ 1 = aib" b j = 
Note that by (ii) it follows that G={aib Jck [ i , j ,  kE  {0 .. . . .  p2_  1}} 
(iii) (aibJ)k = aikbJkc -(l/2)ijk(k- 1) 
PROOF. Use induction on k. For k= 1 there is nothing to prove. Now 
(aibJ)k + 1 = 
(aibJ)kaib j = 
aikbJkc-O/2)ijk(k- 1). aib j = 
aikb jk.  bJaic ij. c -  (1/2)ijk(k- 1) = 
aik. bj(k + 1)aiciJ c -(1/2)ijk(k- 1) = 
aikaibJ(k + 1) c - ij(k + 1)ciJ c - (1/2)ijk(k- l) = 
ai(k+ 1)bJ(k+ 1) c - (1/2)ijk(k+ 1) 
(iv) If  aib j ~ Z(G) ,  then p2[i and pZl j .  
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PROOF. Let aibJEZ(G). Then baibJ=aib j+l. So by (i) we have aibJ+l¢-i= 
aib j+l Hence ci= 1 and thus pZli. By a similar argument we havep2lj. • 
Now it follows that Z(G)= (c)=G'=Cp2. One easily checks that G/G'= 
= Cp2 × Cp2. Also exp (G) =p2. A non-trivial coset of Z(G) in G has the form 
aibJZ(G) with i and j  not both zero and i, j ~ {0 .... , p2_  1 }. Now let x--aibJc ij. 
Then clearly we have x~aibJZ(G). Suppose (aibJciJ)k~Z(G) for some 
k~{0 .... .  p2 -  1}. 
Now by (iii) we have (aibJcij)k= aikbJkcijk¢-(1/2)ijk(k-1). Hence xk~ Z(G) if 
and only if aikbJk ~ Z(G). By (iv) it follows that pZlik and pZljk. Now p2"~i and 
pZXj. I f  pZXk, then we have pli and PlJ so p21i j and plk so pZlik and p21jk. 
Hence xk= (c-0/2)k(k-1))ij = 1. If  pZlk, then also xk= 1 because k must be 0. It 
follows that G satisfies Definition (1.1)(a)(b)(c) and so G is a ,-group. • 
§ 2. CHARACTER EXTENSION THEORY OF .-GROUPS AND DADE'S CORRE- 
SPONDENCE IDEA 
In his paper [5] Dade deals with a group G with a normal extra special 
p-subgroup E, whose center Z(E) is central in G and which satisfies certain 
additional conditions (see also Hypothesis (2.13)) saying that G/Co(E/Z(E)) 
has a non-trivial normal p'-subgroup acting fixed-point-freely on E/Z(E). It is 
proved that there exists a complementary subgroup H to the section E/Z(E) of 
G and a one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible characters of H 
faithful on Z(E) and the irreducible characters of G faithful on E. The con- 
struction of this correspondence r quires the existence of a suitable extension 
;~ of a faithful irreducible character X of E to the semidirect product H@E. The 
conditions, mentioned above, enable us to reduce the construction tO the case 
in which H has a normal subgroup K of order coprime to that of E, such that 
E = [E, K]. We are thus led to the situation of Hypothesis (2.1) which describes 
such semidirect products. 
In this section we extend the character theory mentioned above to the case 
of E being a *-group. The procedure of construction is as follows. We show 
during the proof of Theorem (2.11) that the construction holds unless E/Z(E) 
is an elementary abelian p-group. A theorem of Wolf asserts then that the 
construction also holds in that case unless H@E contains a subgroup H@F, 
where F is an extra special p-group. However, then we are precisely in Dade's 
construction to be applied on H@F. It follows then that the construction can 
be made for H@E itself anyway. 
Another word on Dade's paper is here in order. I fp  is odd, Hypothesis (2.1) 
implies that the extra special p-subgroup E of G is of exponent p and hence is 
a .-group. In this case the above required extension is fairly easy to obtain and 
in fact we prove the existence of the extension in case that E is any *-group of 
odd order independently, thereby covering Dade's case. I f  p =2, then Hypo- 
thesis (2.1) does not imply that the extra special 2-group E is a *-group. So here 
an original idea had to be found. It was Dade who proved the existence of the 
required extension which is much harder to establish in this case where p is 
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even. The proof is the bulk of his paper [5]. But see here also Remark (2) (after 
Theorem (2.12)) for some recent evolvements. It is worth to mention that in his 
investigations into the structure of minimal non-M-groups, van der Waall used 
Dade's results for the first time in the literature (see [22] and [23]). 
Dade's paper has a great impact in the development of the character theory 
of (solvable) groups. To mention some recent papers, view also [6]-[9], 
[14]-[21], [24], [25]. Good survey papers are [1] and [14]. 
(2.1) HYPOTHESIS. Let G, H, K, and E be groups and p a prime satisfying 
(a) E is a normal extra special p-subgroup of G. 
(b) H is a complement of E in the semidirect product G = H-E .  
(c) K~H.  
(d) p{]K I. 
(e) [E, K] = E. 
(f) Z(E) c Z(G). 
Note that if p = 2, then Hypothesis (2.1)(f) can be dropped. For [Z(E)] = 2 in 
that case and Z(E) char E~ G so Z(E) ~ G whence Z(E) is centralized by G. If 
p is odd it will follow that the next Hypothesis (2.2) is in fact a generalization 
of Hypothesis (2.1). 
(2.2) HYPOTHESIS. Let G, H, K, and E be groups satisfying 
(a) E is a normal *-group of G of odd order. 
(b) H is a complement of E in the semidirect product G =H.E .  
(c) KaH.  
(d) gcd (IKI, ]E[)= 1. 
(e) [E, KI = E. 
(f) Z(E) c_ Z(G). 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis (2.2). By Theorem (1.11) let Z be 
any of the ~(]Z(E)I ) faithful irreducible characters orE. Then X is invariant 
inG. 
PROOF. As Z is defined on E, Z is invariant in E. But G = H.  E so let us prove 
that Z is invariant in H. Let h e H. By (2.2)(a) Z h e Irr (E) and is also faithful 
because X is. Now by Theorem (1.11) any faithful irreducible character of E 
h Z vanishes off Z(E). And by (2.2)(f) we have X Iz(E) = ]Z(E). It follows that 
Zh=X. This proves (2.3). O 
Now remember that the *-group E has q~(I Z(E)I) faithful irreducible charac- 
ters by Theorem (1.11). 
(2.4) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis (2.2). Let Z e Irr (E) be faithful. Then 
Z is extendible to an irreducible character ~ of G. 
PROOF. We have CH(E)~G and thus ECu(E ) =E× CH(E). Therefore we can 
extend Z to an irreducible character )~: =z®lc~(E  ) of EXCH(E). Note that 
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ker(£)=Cn(E)  as Z is faithful. Also by Proposit ion (2.3) we have £ is 
invariant in G. In the rest of  the proof  we work with O:=G/CH(E) ,  
[:t: = H/CH(E),  R : = KCH(E)/CH(E) and/~ : = ECH(E)/CH(E ) and ,~. One 
easily checks that the groups G, H ,  K and E satisfy Hypothesis (2.2) and that 
is faithful on /?  (note that E=E) .  
As CH(E)f3E= {1}, we have CR(E)= {i}. Now we drop the bar notation. 
Hence we may assume that CI~(E) = { 1 }. In words H acts faithful ly as auto- 
morph ism group on E. So we may identify Hwi th  its image in Aut (E). Because 
Z(E) c_ Z(G) it follows that He_J :  = CAu t (e)(Z(E))~Aut (E). By Hypothesis 
(2.2)(a) IEI is odd, which by Theorem (1.8) is clearly equivalent o tE/Z(E)I is 
odd. It follows that Corol lary (1.3) applies. Write I=  Inn (E). We have 
(a) J / I -~Sp (E). 
(b) There exists a r e J such that r inverts E/Z(E),  r 2 = 1, j = IS and In  S = { 1 }, 
where S = C:(r).  
Now let K e K c_ H c J say x = Ox" a for some x e E and a e S. Now xr(x) e Z(E). 
Therefore one easily checks that for all g e G we have 
/R ] ( r~g) ]  ~ -- 1 = (~Xa) ( r ( /}g) (O .  - -1{~ x 1) ~.  ~(/)T(X)G(g)X-I ~- r~/) X 'rr(g)x 1. 
In particular, if o-= 1 E, then f~x(rCpg)O~x-~ = rfbx-~gx-1. It follows that the group 
K. I  acts by conjugation on the coset r I  of  J / I .  We claim that I acts regularly 
on the coset z[. We have to show two things: 
(i) Cz(~) = { 1 } for all ~/e rI .  
(ii) I acts transitively on rI. 
Re (i). Let ~, ~ r I  and write ~, = r~Ox for some x ~ E. Suppose that fbyr~x~)y ~ = 
=rq~ x for some yEE.  Then 2"~r(y )xy - '=T~)y - lxy - l=T~x • It follows that 
X-  ly  - 1xy - 1U. Z(E) .  But [x, y] e Z(E) so it follows that y2 ~ Z(E). Hence, as lEt 
is odd, y ~ Z(E) whence q~y = 1 e. This proves (i). 
Re (ii). Let n = lcm(exp (Z(E)), exp (E/Z(E))). Observe, as Z(E) is cyclic, that 
exp (Z(E) )= [Z(E) t. Now define the map f :  E--,Z(E) by f (x )=x n for all x~E.  
We have the following. 
- f is well-defined. 
Indeed, let e = exp (E/Z(E)), so n = e. 1 for some l e N. Hence if x e E, then 
xnZ(E) = xelZ(E) = (XeZ(E))I= (1Z(E))I= Z(E). So x n E Z(E). 
- f is a homomorph ism.  
First we show that for all i e  N and for all x, yeE  the following holds: 
• . ., . 
(xy)i =X,y,z½,(,- 1), where z = [y, x]. 
Indeed, we have z=y- lx - lyx  so yz=x- lyx  and hence y iz i=x- ly ix  because 
z E Z(E). Thus yix =xyiz i. Now induction yields 
(xy)i + 1 = (xy)i(xy) = xiyiz ~i(i- 1)xy = 
= xiy ixyz~i~ i -  ~) = x ix j z~yz~ ~- , = 
= xi+ lyi+ lz½i(i+ 1) 
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This shows the above formula to be true. Now let x, y ~E.  Then we have 
f(xy) = (xy) n = xnynz}n(n-1) 
NOW let s = exp (Z(E)), so n =s .  m for some m e nq. Now n is odd and hence 
we have 
z½n(n - 1) :_ (z½(n - 1))n = (z~(n - 1))sin =- 1. 
It follows that 
f(xy) =f(x )  . f (y) .  
So f is a homomorph ism.  
Now let k e K and x E E. Then 
IX, k] n = (x -  lxtC)n = (x -1 )n(k -  lxk)n = (x n) - l k -  1xnk. 
But xnez(E) ,  so [x,k]n=l. But by Hypothesis (2.2)(e), if xeE,  then 
x= 1I~_1 [xi, ki] ~i with xieE,  k ieK  and ai = + 1. So xn= 1]i=a ([xi, ki]n) ~i= 1. 
It follows that f is trivial, that is f (E )= {1}. So in particular we obtain 
exp (E)]n. On the other hand, as Z(E) is a subgroup of E, exp (Z(E))lexp (E). 
And also exp (E/Z(E))]exp (E). So we have n]exp (E) and hence n=exp (E). 
It follows that the *-group E satisfying Hypothesis (2.2) has exponent 
exp (E )= lcm(exp (Z(E)), exp (E/Z(E))). 
Now to the transitivity of I on rI. Let xl, x2eE. Then we have to look for 
an xeE with (zq~x,)q~x=q~x(rq~x2). Now this last equation is equivalent with 
XlX 2 lx2 e Z(E) (recall that xr(x) ~ Z(E)). Take x = 0(2) -½(n-1). (Xl)½(n-1). Then 
x 2 = = (x ;  = 
n-1  =x2(n-1).X1 .g= 
=xz.x~ 1"z, as exp (E) = n and z = [x~ (n- 0, x2~(~- 1)] ~ Z(E). 
This proves (ii). 
The next thing we claim is that KI = Cxi(r)I. For fix a ~c ~ K. Then KrK - 1 = 
= rq~Xl for some Xl ~ E, as KI acts by conjugation on TI. But by (ii) above I 
acts transitively on rI, so there exists a x2~E such that rq)x=(PxrOx;~. It 
follows that C/)x;~. x ~ CKI(r). So Kc_ IC~i( r  ) = Cm(r)I (recall that I~K I ) .  And 
this proves the claim. 
So Cm(r)  is a complement in KI to / ,  as by (i) above IO C~:i(r) = Ci(r) = { 1 }. 
But by Hypothesis (2.2)(d) we have Kf'l I=  { 1 }. Hence K is also a complement 
to I in KI. By the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem it follows that K is conjugate to 
CKI(T), say K~O=K¢=CKI(~ ") for some q~I .  So K = CKI(~'cO-1). Hence re- 
placing r by q~rq~-1, which does not affect (b) above, we may assume that 
K-=-C~ci(r). Now because I is abelian and gcd (]K ], [I 1)= 1 we have by Fitt ing's 
Lemma that I=  [I, K] × Cj(K). But by Hypothesis (2.2)(e) we have [L K] = I. 
Hence CI(K ) = { 1}. Now let q~ ~ I and suppose that K__ C/(1(r). Then 0 ~ CI(K) 
and thus q~ = 1. It follows that 
r is the only element of  the coset rI centralized by K 
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(remember K= CKi(r)). And this forces Nj (K)~ Cj(r )=S.  For if ~, e J, then 
~,= 6rq~ for some q~cland aeS ,  so r¢=ra¢=r¢~I .  Hence if q~eN:(K), then 
K=K~=CKI(r)~=CKI(r~). So r~'=r by the above. This yields ~eCj ( r ) .  
Because K~H we now have 
Hc_ Nj(K)  c_ Cj(~) =S. 
Now let v~J  be an involution inverting E/Z(E) and with KC_Cg(v). So 
v~Nj (K)  and hence v~Cj(r) .  Now suppose that r:/:v. Then order (zv)=2. 
And of course rv acts trivially on E/Z(E). But, as rv ~ J, rv acts also trivially 
on Z(E). By Lemma (1.2)(b) it follows that rv~I.  But, as [I] is odd, this is a 
contradiction. Hence r = v and it follows that 
there is a unique involution r ~ J inverting E/Z(E) and with K c_ Cj(r). 
As H_  S, it is sufficient o show that g can be extended in some way to a 
2e I r r  (E~S) .  Now by Theorem (1.11) there exists a unique faithful 
2 ~ Irr (Z(E)) such that [Xtz(E),2] SO and there exists a ~ ~ Irr (M), an exten- 
sion of 2, such that pE=x, where M is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of 
E. Note that X and 2 are fully ramified with respect o E/Z(E), in fact X[Z(E) = 
=Z(1)2 and ) f=X(1)g.  Now consider the character triple (E, Z(E),2). As 
E/Z(E) is abelian and 2(1)= 1 we have ((x, y))~ = 2([x, y]) for all x, y~E.  And 
if Z(E)= (z) ,  then, as ker (2)= { 1 }, we have 2(z)= (, a primitive [Z(E)l-th root 
of unity, and 2([x, y]) = (i if [x, y] = z i. Observe that S preserves the form ((,))x 
and Z(E) ~ S = Z(E) × S because, as a subgroup of J, S acts trivially on Z(E). 
We now show that X is extendible to E~ S. Identify E with E~ {1}. By 
Lemma (1.20) it is sufficient to prove that Z is extendible to E>4 Q for all 
Sylow q-subgroups Q of S. If qJ([E[, then by Satz V.17.12 of [11] X can be 
extended to E:~ Q, as gcd (g(1), tQ[) = 1. So assume q[ [E[. Now by Theorem 
(1.8) we can write E=P1 ×P2 x "" ×Pt, where P1 ~Sylq(E) and PicSylpi(E ) 
(2_< i_< t) and {q, P× ... . .  Pt} are the different prime divisors of [E I. The groups 
P1,..., Pt are again *-groups. It follows then by Theorem (1.11) that there 
exist XieIrr (Pi) (l_<i_<t) which are faithful, lie over a unique faithful 
2ieIrr (Z(Pi)) and such that X=XI@X2@ ""@Xt and 2----21@22@ "'" @)~t" 
Now again by ([11], Satz V.17.12) we can extend Xi to ~ie I r r  (PiN Q) for all 
ie  {2, .. . ,t}, where we have fixed a Sylow q-subgroup Q of S. 
Now consider Ha- Now Z(P1)c_ Z(E)c_ Z(G), so Q c_ J acts trivially on Z(P1). 
Also observe that if x, y s E, say x = (Xl ..... xt) and y = (Yl .... , Yt) with xi, Yi E Pi 
( l_ /_<t) ,  then we have 
((x, y)) ~ = ((xl, y~ )) ~ . .. " ((xt, Yt )),t~ = 
= J-l([Xl, Yl])" "" "'~t([Xt, Yt])" 
It follows that the form ((,))~1 is trivial on Z(P1). Therefore we can choose 
A ~_ Z(P 1), with A a maximal Q-invariant subgroup of P1 on which the form 
((,))~, is trivial. As P{ c_ Z(Pa)cA,  we have A ~P1. Now let B=A ±, com- 
puted in (P1, Z(P1),21)- Suppose that B"  DA. Because P~ is a q-group we can 
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choose a Q-invariant subgroup A 0 with B 3_ A 0 3_ A, IA0 : A[ = q. So A 0 = (A, x) 
for some xcAo-A  with xqEA.  Now let ao, boeAo,  say ao=aX i and bo=bx j 
for some a, b e A and i, j e Z. Then 
(( ao, bo )) 2~ = (( a, b )) 21. ((a, X j ))21" (( X i, b )) 2~ " (( x,  x ) )  )~l ij = 1 
by CTP  (a), (b), (d) and the fact that x~,xSEB and ((,))2~ is trivial on A. It 
follows that ((,))>.~ is trivial on A 0, which contradicts the choice of A. Hence 
B=A ~ =A.  Now because 21 is faithful we have 
P(  = {XePl l ( (x ,Y) )2  = 1 for all yeP1} = 
= {XePll21([x, y]) = 1 for all yeP1} = 
= {x e Pll[X, y] = 1 for all y e P1 } = Z(P1). 
Hence CTP  (j) yields ]A : Z(Px) I = ]P1 :A[.  Also, because ((,))2~ is trivial on 
A it follows by a similar argument as above that, A =A 1 = Z(A). Hence A is 
a maximal  abelian normal  subgroup of P1 by Theorem (1.I1). Further, let 
x e P1 and a e A with r(a) = a. Now xr(x) = z for some z e P1, as P1 char E (so 
r acts on P1) and as E is nilpotent. By CTP  (g) we have 
21([x, a]) = ((x, a))2~ = ((x, r(a)))2~ = ((r(x), a))x~ = ((x- lZ,  a)),lq 
= ((X- 1, a ) )2 .  ((Z, a)))q = ( (x-  1, a))21. 
So 21(Ix, a] a) = 1, so because 21 is faithful we have [x, a]a = 1 and hence, as [E[ 
is odd, we have [x, a] = 1. It follows that CA(z )=Z(P0 .  Now ( r )  acts on A and 
[A I is odd so by Fitt ing's Lemma we have A=[A, r ]  ×Z(P1).  Because A is 
Q-invariant and Q c_S=Cs(r) we have Q c_Ns([A,r] ). We conclude that 
A ;4 Q = ([A, r] ;~ Q) x Z(P1). And thus 21 is extendible to o e Irr (A ;~ Q) by 
taking v = 1 @21 . Now by Mackey's  Theorem (o P~ ~Q)[p~ =pP~, where p = VIA. 
But A is a maximal  abelian normal  subgroup of PI and (V[A)P~(1)= 
=IP I :A Io (1)=]P I :A  ] and V[z(1~1)=plz(p,)=21. So by Theorem (1.11) we 
obtain X I=pP I=(vP~Q)[p .  So if we take )71: =v  p~o,  then )71 iS an ex- 
tension of  )~1 to P1 ;4 Q. 
We have now proved that each Xi can be extended to a )71 e Irr (P1 ;~ Q). 
Now let 1~i be representations of  Pi N Q, which af ford )?i- Now let geE>~ Q, 
say g = xy with x = (Xl . . . . .  xt) e E, where x i e Pi (1 < i_<_ t) and y ~ Q. Define 
~(g) = ?~ l (Xl y )® X 2(x2y)® "" ®~t(xty) .  
Then one easily checks that X is a well defined representation of E N Q of 
degree III=1 )?i(1)= ]-Ii~1Xi(1)=)~(1). Let )? be the character af forded by X. 
Note that (trace a~)]z(e)=x(1);t and by Frobenius reciprocity and Theorem 
(1.11) it follows that )?IE = z. so  indeed X can be extended to a )? e Irr (E N Q). 
This proves (2.4). I~ 
(2.5) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis (2.1). So E has p -1  fa i thful  irre- 
ducible characters. Let  X be one o f  them. Then Z is extendible to an irreducible 
character )? o f  G. 
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PROOF. If 2~']EI, then Hypothesis (2.1) implies that exp (E)=p (see for 
instance inside the proof of Theorem (2.4) under Re (ii)) and hence E is a 
.-group. So in this case we can apply Theorem (2.4). If 21 [E I then see Theorem 
(1.2) in [5]. This proves (2.5). • 
REMARK. We have just established that Theorem (2.5) can be seen as a 
corollary to Theorem (2.4) in case p:g2. But for p=2,  Dade's Theorem (1.2) 
in [5] (which is Theorem (2.5)) has its "own"  proof, as given in [5]. We come 
back to this later after the proof of Theorem (2.12), as already suggested in the 
introduction to this section. 
(2.6) HYPOTHESIS. Let G, H, L and E be groups and p a prime satisfying 
(a) E is a normal subgroup of G. 
(b) H is a complement of E in the semidirect product G = H.  E. 
(c) L/CH(E) ~ H/CH(E). 
(d) E/Z(E) is a non-trivial elementary abelian p-group. 
(e) p~(]t/Cz_l(f) 1.
(f) [E/Z(E),L]=E/Z(E). 
(g) Z(E) c_ Z(G). 
(h) Z(E) is cyclic. 
We derive some properties of the group E in Hypothesis (2.6). 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis (2.6). Then the following hold. 
(a) E=Px C n, where P is a non-abelian p-group, pJ(n, [P, P] c_ q~(P) c Z(P) 
and Z(P) is cyclic. 
(b) liP, PIF--P = l[ E, Ell. 
(c) Every non-linear irreducible character of P is faithful and has degree 
~P/Z(P)  I• 
(d) I f  z e Aut (E) is trivial on Z(E) and on E/Z(E), then r e Inn (E). 
PROOF. (a). This follows from the nilpotency of E, Hypothesis (2.6)(d) and 
Hypothesis (2.6)(h). 
(b). Now P'  c Z(P) by (a). So if x, y e P, then Ix, y]P = [x, yP] and yP e Z(P) 
by Hypothesis (2.6)(d), so [x, y]P= 1. Hence P', being cyclic and non-trivial, 
has order p. By (a) E' = P'  × { 1 }. 
(c). Let ze I r r  (P) with X(1):gl. Then because ]P'I =P and P'c_Z(P) we 
have by Exercise (2.13) in [13] that z( l)  2= ] P/Z(P)I. NOW by the nilpotency 
of P we have ker (Z)= {1} if and only if ker (z)OZ(P) = {1}. As Z(P) is cyclic 
and [P'I =P, we see that P '  is the unique subgroup of Z(P) of order p. Hence 
it follows that ker (X) D { 1 } if and only if ker (X) O Z(P) ,D { 1} if and only if 
ker (X) _D P'  if and only if P/ker (X) is ahelian. But by Corollary (2.30) in [13] 
we have X(1) 2_ [P/Z(z)I and this yields Z(x)=Z(P). So if ker (Z)D{1}, then 
Z(P)/ker (Z) = Z(x)/ker (Z) = Z(P/ker (Z)) = P/ker (X)- Hence P = Z(P) which 
contradicts P being non-abelian. 
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(d). Clearly Inn (E) is trivial on Z(E) and on E/Z(E).  Now by Hypothesis 
(2.6)(d) write E/Z(E)  = (Xl) x ... x (xt) with x f e Z(E) and xi e E - Z(E) for 
all i. 
Let reAut  (E) be trivial on E/Z(E)  and on Z(E). Now E= (Xl, . . . ,xt)Z(E)  
and r is specified by the images r(xi) (l_<i<_t). So "r(xi)=xizi for some 
z ieZ(E) .  But xfeZ(E) ,  so r(xP)=xf=(xizi)P=xPz p whence z p= 1 and zi lies 
in the unique subgroup P 'x  { 1 } of Z(E) of order p. It follows that there are 
at most p possible choices for the zi's and hence the number of possible r is 
<- Hi_l P=Pt= IE/Z(E)I" This proves (2.7). 0 
REMARKS. (i) Compare Proposition (2.7)(d) with Lemma (1.2)(b). 
(ii) It follows by Proposition (2.7)(a) that the group P is a p-group with 
Z(q~(P)) cyclic. All the p-groups with this property have been classified by 
Berger, Kov~ics and Newman ([2]). So this classification yields a classification 
of all the groups E satisfying Hypothesis (2.6). 
By Proposition (1.5) the group E in Hypothesis (2.6) has indeed faithful 
irreducible characters. The next theorem is due to Th. Wolf. We mention also 
the proof, in view of Remark (2) after the proof of Theorem (2.12). 
(2.8) THEOREM. (Wolf [27]) Assume Hypothesis (2.6). Let X be a faithful 
irreducible character of  E. Then X is extendible to an irreducible character 
of  G. 
PROOF. AS in the proof of Theorem (2.4) we may assume that Ca(E)= {1}. 
So by Hypothesis (2.6)(c), (e) we have L ~H and p~" ILl. If E '=  Z(E), then by 
Proposition (2.7)(a), (b) E is an extra special p-group. Hypothesis (2.6)(f) yields 
[E, L IZ(E)=E.  But cb(E)=Z(E) so E=[E, LI in this case. It follows that 
Hypothesis (2.6) is equivalent o Hypothesis (2.1) in this case and hence 
Theorem (2.5) applies. So let us assume that E'CZ(E) .  
Now by Proposition (2.7)(a) E = PN with P, N char E, N('I P = { 1 }, N cyclic, 
P a p-group, p ' f lN  I and N c_ Z(E). Now Hypothesis (2.6)(f) yields [E, L]Z(E) = 
=E. Since No_ Z(G) by Hypothesis (2.6)(g) we have [E, L] = [P, L] and Z(E) = 
=Z(P)N=Z(P)xN,  hence E= [E, L]Z(E)= [P, L]Z(P)N. It follows that 
P = [P, L]Z(P) (*). 
By Fitting's Lemma this implies Cp/z(p)(L)= {1}, so Cp(L)c_ Z(P). But, as 
Z(P) c_ Z(E) c_ Z(G), Cp(L) ~_ Z(P), whence Cp(L) = Z(P). So Cp/p,(L) = 
= Z(P) /P ' .  Also CE(L) = Cp(L)N= Z(P)N= Z(E). Now CE/E,(L) = 
= Cp/p,(L)(NP'/P') = (Z(P)P 'N) /P '  = (Z(P)N) /P '  = Z(E)/E' ,  because E' = P'  
by Proposition (2.7)(a). Moreover, [E, L]E'= [P, L]P'. So then we have by 
Fitting's Lemma 
E/E '= (P/P ' ) (NP/P ' )  = ([P/P', L ] x Cp/p,(L )) . NP ' /P '  = 
= [E/E', L] x Ce/E,(L)= F /E 'x  Z(E) /E '  (**) 
where F= [E, L]E'= [P, L]P'. Note that by (*) P '=  [P, L]' c_ [P, L], so F= [P, L] 
is a p-group and F~G,  because L~H.  Further Cp=E'=P '=F ' .  By (**) 
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we see that E/Z(E)=P/Z(P)=F/F ' ,  which is elementary abelian of ex- 
ponent p. As E=FZ(E), we have Z(F) c_ Z(E). But Hypothesis (2.6)(g) yields 
Z(E)OFc_ Z(F), hence Z(F)=FAZ(E)= [P, L] AZ(P)N= [P, LI nz(P) .  Now 
from (**) it follows that [P,L]NZ(P)c_P'. Now F~P and FD{1}, so 
FA Z(P) D { 1 }, whence [P, L] N Z(P) = P'. Thus Z(F) = P' = F' = E'. Observe 
that F '  c_ ~b(F) = FPF ' c_ Z(F) by a remark above. So F'  = ~b(F) = Z(F) and we 
have proved that F is an extra special p-group. 
G =EH 
E FH 
Z(E) 
Note that FCE, as E'CZ(E). Let ZIz(E)=Z(1)2 with )~ e l r r  (Z(E)). Now 2 is :¢ :¢ 
invariant in G and so in E by Hypothesis (2.6)(g). Also/~ : =)~]e,e Irr (E'). As 
E is a central product of F and Z(E) we have glFelrr (F). The group F 
satisfies Hypothesis (2.6) (or equivalently Hypothesis (2.1)) and so by induction 
on Ial ZIF extends to some q~elrr (FH). Note that 21F is faithful and hence 
vanishes off Z(F). But Z(F) = E' c_ Z(E) c_ Z(G). It follows that Z[F is invariant 
in H. Also 2 is invariant in H. Now we claim that X is invariant in G. It suffices 
to show that )~ is invariant in H, as G=HE. Fix a he l l .  Then (Xh)[F -= 
= (X[F) h =i~]F" It follows by Corollary (6.17) of [13] that we have X h =fix for 
some linear f le  Irr (E/F). This implies )h =f12, so 2 =fl)~ and hence fl[z(e)= 
= 1 z(e). But E = FZ(E) and ker (fl) __ F, so fl = 1 e, which proves the claim. It 
is easy to see that q~ = ~UIFZ_ / for some q/e Irr (G IX). Moreover, q/[FH(1) = q/(1) = 
= q~(1)=X[F(1)=X(1) and [~[E, X] :#0, hence ~]E=Z. This proves (2.8). • 
We are now in position to generalize Hypothesis (2.2) and prove the existence 
of the desired extension thereof. In fact we have somewhat more. 
(2.9) HYPOTHESIS. Let G, H, K and E be groups satisfying 
(a) E is a normal .-group of G. 
(b) H is a complement of E in the semidirect product G=H.E .  
(c) K~H.  
(d) gcd (IK[, IEI)= 1. 
(e) [E, K]Z(E) = E. 
(f) Z(E) c_ z(c,). 
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REMARK. Hypothesis (2.2) implies Hypothesis (2.9) if E is of odd order. 
Notice the difference between theHypotheses (2.2)(e) and (2.9)(e). Observe that 
Proposition (2.3) is still true under the assumptions of Hypothesis (2.9). 
(2.10) LEMMA. Assume Hypothesis (2.9). Let Z(E)cFcE  with F 
K-invariant. Then [F,K]Z(E)=F. Moreover if F is abelian, then F= 
= IF, K]  x Z(E). 
PROOF. Hypothesis (2.9)(e) is equivalent o [E/Z(E),K]=E/Z(E). So by 
Fitting's Lemma it follows that CE/Z(E)(K)= {1}. Since gcd (]K], IE[)= 1, we 
have CE/Z(E)(K) = CE(K)Z(E)/Z(E). Hence CF(K) = CE(K)NFc_ Z(E)NF= 
=Z(E),  as Z(E)c_F. On the other hand Hypothesis (2.9)(f) implies that 
Z(E)NF=Z(E)C_CF(K ). So now we have Z(E)=CF(K). Again by 
gcd ([K], IE[) = 1 we have F= [F, K]CF(K). So F= IF, L]CF(K) = IF, L]Z(E). 
If F is abelian, then the desired result follows from Fitting's Lemma. This 
proves (2.10). # 
Assume Hypothesis (2.9). If E is non-abelian then there are faithful )f e Irr (E) 
by Theorem (1.11). If E is abelian, then it follows from Definition (1.1) that 
E is cyclic. So there are faithful (linear) Z e Irr (E) too. 
(2.11) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis (2.9). Then each faithful irreducible 
character X of E is extendible to an irreducible character 2 of G. 
PROOF. By the tensor-product argument used in the proof of Theorem (2.4) 
we may assume that E is a non-abelian p-group. (Note that by Satz V. 17.12 of 
[11] any inert linear character of E can always be extended to G; remember 
Theorem (1.8)). Now let G be a counterexample of minimal order. As in the 
proof of Theorem (2.4) we may assume that CH(E)={1}. In this counter- 
example of minimal order we claim that E/Z(E) is an elementary abelian 
p-group. 
For suppose E/Z(E) is not elementary abelian. Then we can choose 
EDDDZ(E)  with D/Z(E) char E/Z(E). But Z(E) char E, hence D char E. 
But E~G,  hence D~G.  Now let D~_FDZ(E) be such that F/Z(E) is a non- 
trivial chief factor of G. We distinguish two cases. 
CASE (a). F is non-abelian. 
Then Z(F)CF. But as Z(E) c_ Z(G) and Z(E) c_ F, we have Z(E) c Z(F). Also 
Z(F) char F~ G, so Z(F)~ G. Because F/Z(E) is a chief factor of G we now 
have Z(E) = Z(F). Now by Theorem (1.14) we have that Fis also a ,-group and 
E = FCe(F) with FM Ce(F) = Z(F) = Z(E) = Z(Ce(F)). Note that Ce(F) ~ G, as 
F~G.  Now I F] < IE[ because DCE. And as E and F are non-abelian groups 
it follows that Ce(F) is also non-abelian .-group with [Ce(f)l < IE I (observe 
that [FI.[CE(F)I/IZ(F)t=tE[). Now it follows by Lemma (2.10) that the 
groups HF, H, K and F and the groups HCE(F), H, K and CL(F) satisfy 
Hypotheses (2.9). Therefore they are no counterexamples to the theorem. 
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Following Theorem (1.11) let • lie over a unique 2 e Irr (Z(E)) with ker (2) = 
={1} and 2(1)= 1. By the fact that Z(E)=Z(F)=Z(CE(F)) there exist by 
Theorem (1.11) again a unique faithful q~ e Irr (F) and q/e Irr (Ce(F)), which 
lie over 2 and such that D(.]F, ~0] --/:0-~ [ZICE(F), ~]" Also 0(1)2= ]F/Z(F)] and 
q/(1)2 = [Ce(F)/Z(CE(F))] and Z(1)2 = ]E/Z(E) I so X(1)= 0(1). ~u(1). By induc- 
tion there exist ~e I r r  (HF) and q)eIrr  (HCe(F)) such that 0~lF=~b and 
¢)]CE(F) = q/. Now let ~ respectively 3 be representations of HF respectively 
HCE(F) such that ~ affords q~ and ~ affords q). Now G = HE = HFCE(F). Let 
g e G, say g = hxc for some h e H, x e F and c ~ CE(F). Define 
X(g) = ~(hx) @ 3(hc). 
Then one easily checks that X is a well defined representation f G = H.  E of 
degree q~(1).~,(1)=Z(1). Let ~ be the character afforded by X. Note that 
(trace X)Iz(E)=Z(1),~ and by Frobenius reciprocity and Theorem (1.11) it 
follows that 21e=z. So indeed Z can be extended to a 2~I r r  (G). This 
contradicts the choice of G. 
CASE (b). F is abelian. 
Let M be a maximal abelian H-invariant subgroup of E with M_  F. Then 
we have by Lemma (2.10) M= [M, K] x Z(E). Define ~ = 1 ®2 e Irr (M). Then 
ker (/~) = [M, K] = : N as ;t is faithful. Note that M = NZ(E) and NA Z(E) = { 1 }. 
Also/~ is H-fixed. Now let T=IE(/.t). Then T is H-invariant and Tz_Mz_F. 
Again we distinguish two cases. 
CASE (b)(i). TDM. 
Now T is H-invariant so T is not abelian. For if this would be the case, then 
T=E by the choice of M and hence/_t would be invariant in E then. But then 
XJM=X(1)p. But Z vanishes off Z(E) and it would follow that M=F=Z(E)  
which is absurd. 
Of course N~ T. Now let ~Z(T/N) ,  so [x,y] ~ker (p) for all y~ T. But 
[x, y] ~ E ' f l  ker (p) _c Z(E) n ker (~) = ker (2) = { 1 }. So x ~ Z(T) and we have 
Z( T/N) c_ Z( T)N/N. Now Mc_MZ(T)c_T and MZ(T) is abelian and 
H-invariant. So by the choice of M and the fact that T is not abelian we have 
M___ Z(T). Hence Z( T)N/N c_ MN/N = M/N = Z(E)N/N c_ Z( T/N), where the 
last inclusion holds by Hypothesis (2.9)(f). It follows that Z(T)N=M. Now, as 
N~ Twe have [T, N] c_NAE'c_NAZ(E) = {1}. So Nc Z(T). Hence it follows 
that M= Z(T) = NZ(E). 
Also T'c_E'c_Z(E)c_Z(G)ATc_Z(T)c_E. By Lemma (2.10) we have 
T= [T, K]Z(E) so T = [ T, K]Z( T). And this is equivalent o [T/Z(T),K]= 
= T/Z(T). 
Notice again that N is HF-invariant. Write the bar notation for reckoning in 
HT modulo N. We have found above that T= [T, K]Z(T) = [T, K]Z(T). Let 
T__ Xl D M be such that X-~ is a minimal/-I-invariant__ subgroup of 7", properly 
containing )f/. As Z(E)AN= {I}, it follows that X1 is not abelian; indeed, Xl 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of X1/Z(E)x X1 and X1/Z(E) is abelian by 
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X I _ T' c_ E' c_ Z(E), and, as X 1 is H-invariant, the choice of M yields X 1 not 
abelian. Now Z(X1) is an H-invariant abelian subgroup of T. Hence Z(X 1) = 
= Z(X~)= Z(T)=/if/ is cyclic and X1/M is an elementary abelian chief__section__ 
of HT. Since now any automorphism of X1 which centralizes both X1/Z(X I) 
and Z(X~) is inner (by the proof of (2.7, d)) it follows easily that T=X1CTX~. 
The group Cf(X~) is H-invariant too, and by the choice of M, either 
CT?(X--~x) = { 1 } or Ct(X~) is not abelian. In the latter case we split further into 
minimal/4-invariant subgroups. Therefore 
T= X1Xz...Xt, X f lX j  = Z(Xii)= Z(Xj)= Z(T), for all i,j, 
and any X//is minimal R-invariant and not abelian (by the assumption on M) 
and Xii/Z(Xii) is elementary abelian. Especially 7"/Z(T) is elementary abelian. 
Now theorem (1.11) yields pT= 1/iT]q/, with q/eIrr (T), q/z(T) = l /~/~.  
Thus I~(q / )= HT, just as ,u is HT-invariant. Hence HT satisfies the Hypo- 
thesis (2.6) with the appropriate change of symbols, viz. 
{G, H, L, E}-,  {HT, H, KCrt(T), 7~}. 
The character q/is faithful on T. Hence by Theorem (2.8), applied on the group 
HT, q~ has an extension O e Irr (HT) with ker (q))_zN and with q)lr[z(e)= 
= q/z(e)~ .. Now, T,zE by T 'cE 'c  Z(E)CMC Tc_E and HTNE= T, as HE 
is a semi-direct product of H with E. Hence Mackey's Theorem gives the result 
~[r[e= (q)Hre)e = qTqe [e. Since T=Ie(p) and q/M~p, ~]r f  = q/eis irreducible. 
Thus ~HTe is irreducible and ~HrE= q)He extends q/e. Hence, as soon as we 
have proved that q/e is faithful on E, we have q/e=Z by Theorem (1.11), 
contradicting the choice of G. Now indeed, ker (q/e) <~E, so, if ker (q/e):~ {1}, 
then the nilpotency of E gives ker (q/E)NZ(E)4:{1}. Now notice, that 
q/e(1)2 = q/e[z(e ) and 2(a) = 1 if and only if a= 1, just by the faithfulness of ~. 
on Z(E). This yields that ker (q/e)OZ(E) is in fact equal to {1}. Therefore 
indeed ker (q/e)= {1} and so q/e=Z with ~He~ Irr (HE) and ~/4ele=g. Hence 
we have a contradiction to the choice of G. 
CASE (b)(ii). T= M. 
We have IE(p)=M. So by Theorem (6.11) of [13] and the fact [P[z(E), )-] :~0 
we have pE=Z. Now since p(1)= 1 and HMis semidirect, Satz V.17.12 of [11] 
asserts the existence of an extension fi ~ Irr (HM) of p. But then, as HMNE= 
= (HN E)M= M it follows by Mackey's Theorem that (/~tM) e = X = (fi~4E) le. So 
it follows that fi/~E extends X. This contradicts the choice of G. 
We now have proved the above claim. So E/Z(E) is an elementary abelian 
p-group. But now we have arrived just in the Hypothesis (2.6). Hence Theorem 
(2.8) applies and obviously G is not a counterexample. This proves (2.11). 
(2.12) THEOREM. Let G, H, K and E be groups satisfying 
(a) H is a complement of E in the semidirect product G=H.E, 
(b) [E, E] has prime order p and E/Z(E) is an elementary abelian p-group, 
(c) Z(E) c_ Z(G), 
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(d) K~H and gcd (]E], IKI) = 1, 
(e) [E, K]Z(E)= E. 
Then any non-linear irreducible character of  E can be extended to a character 
of G. 
PROOF. (1) Suppose Z e Irr (E) is not faithful. Then, as E is nilpotent, 
ker(z) n Z(E) ~e { 1}. So there is S c_ ker(z) (3 Z(E), S being of prime order. As 
y(1):/: 1, SNE'= {1}. Therefore E/S is not abelian. Note that now Z(E)/S= 
= Z(E/S). It holds that S c_ Z(E)c_ Z(G) and so G/S = HS/S.  E/S, ](E/S)'] =p, 
E/S/Z(E/S) is an elementary abelian p-group, 
Z(E/S) = Z(E)/S c_ Z(G)/S c_C_ Z(G)/S, 
KS /S~HS/S ,  gcd (]KS/S ], ]E/S ])= 1 and [E/S, KS/S]Z(E/S)=E/S. Hence we 
can apply induction. It follows that there is a 2 ~ Irr (G/S), extending Z if 
viewed as character of E/S. But then, of course, if ~ is regarded as irreducible 
character of G, it extends Z- 
(2) Let X ~ Irr (E) be faithful. Hence Z(E) is cyclic. Since E'c_ Z(E), it 
follows that X(1) 2 = ]E/Z(E)], by Theorem (1.6), whence that Z e Irr (G) is the 
unique irreducible character of G lying above the irreducible constituent 2 of 
Zz(a) (see Theorem (1.11)). It is not difficult to see that z (e)=0 if e~E\  Z(E) 
and that Z(z)=z(1)2(z ) if z~Z(E). The character Z is invariant in G, i.e. 
z(geg-1)=z(e) for each g~G. We have CH(E)~G and thus EC~(E)= 
=Ex CH(E). Therefore we can extend Z to an irreducible character )?: = 
----z®lcH(E ) of ECtt(E). Note that ker )?= Cs4(E) as X is faithful. It follows 
that 2 is invariant in G. In the rest of the proof we work with G : = G/CH(E), 
H: = H/CH(E), K: = KCH(E)/C,(E) and t2: = ECH(E)/C~v(E) and 2. One 
easily checks that the groups G, H, K, E satisfy the five hypotheses of the 
Theorem and that y? is faithful on /~E.  As CI_I(E)AE={1}, we have 
C~q(12) ={i }. So by an inductive argument we may also assume that Cx4(E)= 
={1}. So G, H, K, E satisfy Hypothesis (2.6) with CH(E)={1} and Z is 
faithful. Hence the result is immediate from Theorem (2.8). 
REMARKS. (1) Compare Hypothesis (2.1) with the hypotheses as given in 
Theorem (2.12). 
(2) The proof of Theorem (2.11)used the contents of Theorem (2.8). Also 
the proof of Theorem (2.12) made use of the Statements from Theorem (2.8). 
In the proof of Theorem (2.8) the contents of Theorem (2.5) were used. 
However, if 2~" ]El, then Theorem (2.5) was a direct corollary to Theorem (2.4). 
Dade (in [5]) remarked that for odd p a proof of Theorem (2.5) was described 
by Bolt, Room and Wall in 1961, see [3]. But if 2] ]E I , then Theorem (2.5) was 
shown to be true also, by Dade in 1976 ([5], Theorem (1.2)). The proof for the 
p = 2-case was rather complicated and in 1978 Howlett [10] found a conceptual 
simplification of the proof of Theorem (2.5) by proving Theorem (2.12) in a 
comparatively easy and straightforward way under the supposition that K were 
solvable (which holds surely in the p = 2-case by the Feit-Thompson Theorem), 
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and that CH(E)= { 1}. Perhaps this is the place to observe that Howlett's ideas 
can also be applied on an arbitrary non-solvable K. Namely, Proposition 8 of 
[10] yields that we may assume that K is a minimal normal subgroup of H, so 
that K is the direct product of isomorphic opies of one non-abelian simple 
group X([11], Satz 1.9.12(a), (c)). Then Proposition 9 of [10] remains also valid 
because its proof requires the existence of a non-cyclic elementary abelian 
q-subgroup of K for at least one prime q. Its existence is trivial if K--/:X. So 
suppose K=X.  Now K has a non-trivial Sylow 2-subgroup S, by the famous 
Feit-Thompson Theorem. So S contains a Klein four group, or it is cyclic, or 
it is (generalized) quaternion, as Satz III. 8.2 of [11] shows. 
If S is cyclic, K has a normal 2-complement ([11], Satz IV.2.8) and so K is 
not simple. If K is (generalized) quaternion, then K is not simple either, by the 
Brauer-Suzuki Theorem ([11], Satz V.22.9). Anyway, for q = 2 we have already 
that required existence of a non-cyclic elementary abelian q-subgroup of K, in 
order that Proposition 9 of [10] be valid. A further eading in Howlett's paper 
[10] reveals that K cannot be non-abelian simple unless Theorem (2.12) is true 
if CH(E)= {1}. So a direct proof of Theorem (2.12) is possible along the lines 
of Howlett's. I~ 
We now proceed to establish the one-to-one correspondences as mentioned 
in the introduction to this section. 
(2.13) HYPOTHESIS. Let G, L and E be groups satisfying 
(a) E is a normal subgroup of G. 
(b) L is a normal subgroup of the factorgroup G/Cc(E/Z(E)). 
(c) gee (ILl, IEI)= 1. 
(d) [E/Z(E),L]=E/Z(E). 
(e) Z(E) c_ Z(G). 
(f) E/Z(E) is abelian. 
(g) If r e Aut (E) is trivial on E/Z(E) and Z(E), then r ~ Inn (E). 
REMARK. Notice that by Hypothesis (2.13)(e) G/Cc(E/Z(E)) can be embed- 
ded in Sp(E). Also note that by Hypotheses (2.13)(c), (e), by Fitting's Lemma 
and by E=CE(L)[E, L] whenever gcd (ILI, IEL)--1, Hypothesis (2.13)(d) is 
equivalent to Z(E)= Ce(L). 
The Hypothesis (2.13) leads to the existence of a "good"  class of comple- 
ments H to the section E/Z(E) in G. 
(2.14) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis (2.13). In the factorgroup 
Go = G/Ca(E ) there is a unique conjugacy class of complements H o to the 
normal subgroup Eo=ECG(E)/Cc(E) of G o. The inverse images of the H o 
form the unique conjugacy lass of subgroups H of G satisfying 
(a) G=HE. 
(b) Hf)E= Z(E). 
(c) H3_ Cc(E ). 
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PROOF. Hypothesis (2.13)(f) implies that Eo=E/Z(E) is a normal abelian 
subgroup of Go. By Hypothesis (2.13)(e) the group Go acts faithfully as auto- 
morphism group of E centralizing Z(E). By Hypothesis (2.13)(g) it follows 
that the subgroup Co(E/Z(E))/Co(E) of Go is precisely E0 (note that 
Ca(E/Z(E)) 3_ ECc(E)). In particular there is a natural isomorphism 
(1) G/Cc(E/Z(E)) = Go/E o. 
Now let L 0 be the normal subgroup of Go containing E 0 such that Lo/E o is the 
image of L under the isomorphism (1). Then Hypothesis (2.13)(c) tells us that 
ILo/Eol and IEol are coprime. 
Since Eo is a normal (abelian) subgroup of L0, this implies by the Schur- 
Zassenhaus Theorem: 
(2) There is a unique conjugacy class of complements K o to E o in L o. 
In view of Hypothesis (2.13)(d) and (1) any of these complements K o satisfies 
[Eo, Ko] =E o. By Fitting's Lemma Eo= [Eo, Ko] X Ceo(Ko), so Ceo(Ko)= {1}. 
Because Lo = KoEo, Eo~Lo and KoVIE o = { 1} we have NLo(Ko)=K o • Ceo(Ko)= 
= K 0. Now E o char L o ~ G O so E o ~ G 0. Let g e Go. Then 
Lg=Lo=(KoEo)g=KgEo and KgOEo = {1}. 
So K g is a complement to Eo in Lo. So by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem there 
exists an l=kx  for some keK o and x eEo such that Kg=KokX=K~. Hence 
gx- 1 ~ Nco(Ko ) and so g ~ EoNco(Ko). It follows that EoNco(Ko) = Go. More- 
over EoNNoo(Ko)=NEo(Ko)=CEo(Ko)={1}. This and (2) imply that the 
normalizers H~=Noo( /~)  for xeEo form the unique conjugacy class of 
complements o E0 in Go. Evidently their inverse images then form the unique 
conjugacy class of subgroups H of G satisfying (a), (b) and (c). This proves 
(2.14). 0 
REMARK. There is some resemblance with Theorem (1.4). See also Lemma 
(1.2)(b). However, Theorem (2.14) is independent of the order of E being even 
or odd. Moreover E does not have to be a *-group and we shall need the groups 
K 0, constructed in the proof of Theorem (2.14). 
Now fix any of the subgroups H of Theorem (2.14). Using the conjugation 
action in G of H as automorphisms of E, we form the semidirect product of 
H and E, which we shall denote by H@E to distinguish it from the product 
G=HE of Theorem (2.14)(a). We shall identify E naturally with its image 
{ 1 } @E in H@E. This is legitimate since we do not so identify H (remember 
Theorem (2.14)(b)). Note that ]G[=[(H@E)/Z(E)[, G/E=H/Z(E) and 
(H@E)/E=H. 
(2.15) PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis (2.13) with E a *-group. Let 
)¢ ~ Irr (E) be faithful. Then )¢ is extendible to an irreducible character 2 of 
H@E, such that ker (Z)~ Ca(E)@{1}. 
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PROOF. Note that because E is a *-group Hypotheses (2.13)(f) and (2.13)(g) 
are automatically satisfied by Definition (1.1)(b) and Lemma (1.2)(b). In view 
of Theorem (2.14)(c) there is a natural surjective homomorphism of H@E onto 
the semidirect product Ho~)E, where Ho=H/Cc(E). Since the kernel of this 
homomorphism is Cc(E)@{1}, we need only extend )~, considered as a 
character of { 1 } (?) E c_ H0 @ E, to an irreducible character of H0 @ E. The com- 
plement H0 to E 0 in Go = G/Cc(E) is naturally isomorphic to G/Cc(E/Z(E)) 
by (1) in the proof of Theorem (2.14). As in (2) in that proof let K 0 be the 
subgroup of Ho corresponding to L. Then Hypothesis (2.13) implies that 
HoQE, Ho@{1}, K0@{1} and {1}@E satisfy Hypothesis (2.9). So Theorem 
(2.11) gives the desired result. This proves (2.15). I~ 
(2.16) THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis (2.13) with E a *-group. Let 2 be any 
faithful linear character of Z(E) and )C the unique faithful irreducible character 
of E lying over )~ by Theorem (1.11). I f  I-I is any of the subgroups of Theorem 
(2.14) and 2 is the extension of z to the semidirect product H@E of Proposition 
(2.15), then any character q/~ Irr (//[2) determines a well defined character 
~,*2~Irr (GIz) by 
(~/*2)(hx) = ~/(h)2(h @x), for all h ~ H and x ~ E. 
Furthermore, the map F: ~t/F--~* 2 is a bijection from Irr (HI2) to Irr (GIz). 
PROOF. By Gallagher's Theorem ([13], (6.17)) the map ~- -~2 with 
~/2(hQx) = ~(h)2(h@x) for all h ~H and x~E, sends Irr (H) one-to-one onto 
Irr (HGE IX). In view of Theorem (2.14)(a)(b) the map f :  HQE~HE defined 
by f (hQx)=hx for all h~H and x~E is a surjective homomorphism with 
ker ( f )={zQz  - I~HGEIzeZ(E)}=Z(E) .  So composition with f maps 
Irr (GIx) one-to-one onto the subset of all members of Irr (HQEIx) having 
ker (f) in their kernels. Now zlz<e)=x(1),t and g(1)= ~ [ .  Now by 
Hypothesis (2.13)(e) and Theorem (2.14)(b) we have Z(E)c_Z(H). So if 
q/~ Irr (H), then q/I z(E) = q/(1)~ for some unique/~ Irr (Z(E)). If z ~ Z(E) then 
we have 
(v.'2)(z®z 1)=v,'(z)2(z(i)z 1) 
= ~,(z)2(l@z -1) (because ker (2) -~ C~(E)@{1}) 
= ~u(z)z(z- 1) 
= ~u(1)z(1)u(z)~(z-1). 
And this is equal to the degree (~'2)(1)= ~,(1))~(1) of ~2 if and only if ,~ =g. 
Hence ker (q/2)---ker (f) if and only if q/~Irr (HI2). 
Also note that (gt.2)(1) = q/(1)I/IE/Z(E)I. Further Irr (G !)~)= Irr (G j)t) as :Z 
and )~ are fully ramified with respect o E/Z(E). This proves (2.16). I~ 
Now let G, H, L and E be groups satisfying Hypothesis (2.6). Now by Propo- 
sition (2.7)(d) it follows that the groups G, L/Cz4(E) and E satisfy Hypothesis 
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(2.13). For  P ropos i t ion  (2.7)(d) impl ies that  Co(E/Z(E))=EC6(E). And 
because by Hypothes is  (2.6)(b) G = HE is semidi rect  we have Co(E) = ECI4(E). 
Hence  Cc(E/Z(E)) = ECH(E ). So G/Cc(E/Z(E)) = HE/EC14 (E) = H/CH(E ). 
Hence  Hypothes is  (2.6)(c) impl ies Hypothes is  (2.13)(b). 
It fo l lows that  Theorem (2.14) appl ies.  So there exists a un ique  con jugacy  
class o f  subgroups  K o f  G sat isfy ing 
(a) G = KE. 
(b) KAE=Z(E) .  
(c) K D Co(E). 
Now we have the fo l lowing  result  ana logous  to Theorem (2.16). 
(2.17) THEOREM. Assume Hypothes is  (2.6). Let A be any faithful linear 
character of Z(E). I f  K is any of the subgroups mentioned above, then there 
exists a one-to-one correspondence F: I rr  (K ]A)~I r r  (G[2)  such that for all 
~u~ Irr  (K]).), F(~v)(1)= g/(1). ~[E/Z(E)[. 
PROOF. Form the semidi rect  p roduct  KQE as done  just  be fore  P ropos i t ion  
(2.15). Then  fo l low the proo f  o f  Theorem (2.16). This  proves  (2.17). 0 
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